Differential expression of genes encoding acid invertases in multiple shoots of bamboo in response to various phytohormones and environmental factors.
The promoter regions of two cell wall invertase genes, Boβfruct1 and Boβfruct2, and a vacuolar invertase gene, Boβfruct3, in Bambusa oldhamii were cloned, and putative regulatory cis-elements were identified. The expression of these three genes in multiple shoots of bamboo that were cultured in vitro under different conditions was analyzed by real-time PCR. The two cell wall invertase genes were upregulated by indole-3-acetic acid and cytokinins but responded differently to other phytohormones and different temperatures. Boβfruct1 was also upregulated by sucrose and glucose. In contrast, the Boβfruct2 expression was induced by the depletion of sucrose, and this induction could be suppressed by glucose and sucrose. The expression of Boβfruct3 was light-dependent; however, abscisic acid (ABA) could induce its expression in the dark. ABA and light exhibited an additive effect on the expression of Boβfruct3. Our results suggest that these three Boβfruct genes have individual roles in the adaption of the plant to environmental changes. Boβfruct2 might also have an essential role in the immediate response of cells to sucrose availability and in the maintenance of sink activity. Moreover, Boβfruct3 might be one of the interacting nodes of the light and ABA signaling pathways.